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One day after a prominent U.S. Muslim leader reacted to the November 2015 Paris attacks with a
declaration that the Islamic State, also known as ISIS, has nothing to do with Islam, President
Obama made the same assertion. Who exactly is the enemy we face, not only in the Middle East
but also within our borders? Is it "murderers without a coherent creed" or "nihilistic killers who want
to tear things down," as some described ISIS after 130 people were brutally slain and another 368
injured in a coordinated attack on Western soil that authorities say was organized with help from
inside France's Muslim communities. After the Paris attacks, Obama, himself, described ISIS as
"simply a network of killers who are brutalizing local populations." But how much do words and
definitions really matter? According to the legendary military strategist Sun Tzu, if "you do not know
your enemies but do know yourself, you will win one (battle) and lose one; if you do not know your
enemies nor yourself, you will be imperiled in every single battle." When the Department of
Homeland Security was founded in 2003, its stated purpose was "preventing terrorist attacks within
the United States and reducing America's vulnerability to terrorism." The Bush administration's
definition of the enemy as a tactic, terrorism, rather than a specific movement, proved consequential
amid a culture of political correctness. By the time President Obama took office, Muslim
Brotherhood-linked leaders in the United States were forcing changes to national security policy and
even being invited into the highest chambers of influence. A policy known as Countering Violent
Extremism emerged, downplaying the threat of supremacist Islam as unrelated to the religion and
just one among many violent ideological movements. When recently retired DHS frontline officer
and intelligence expert Philip Haney bravely tried to say something about the people and
organizations that threatened the nation, his intelligence information was eliminated, and he was
investigated by the very agency assigned to protect the country. The national campaign by the DHS
to raise public awareness of terrorism and terrorism-related crime known as If You See Something,
Say Something effectively has become If You See Something, Say Nothing. In See Something, Say
Nothing, Haney â€“ a charter member of DHS with previous experience in the Middle East â€“ and
co-author Art Moore expose just how deeply the submission, denial and deception run. Haney's
insider, eyewitness account, supported by internal memos and documents, exposes a federal
government capitulating to an enemy within and punishing those who reject its narrative. In this
well-documented, first-person account of his unique service with DHS, Haney shows why it's
imperative that Americans demand that when they see something and say something, the servants
under their charge do something to prevent a cunning, relentless enemy from carrying out its stated
aim to "destroy Western Civilization from within."
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I would like to give this book 10 stars out of 5 as it may well be the defining pivot point for our nation
in the war against Islamic terrorism. Mr. Haney has placed his life and family in serious jeopardy by
thoroughly documenting the governmentâ€™s lack of willingness to protect the nation from a
deliberate, explicit and strategic attack from within our borders. Haney, who speaks and writes
Arabic and is one of the nationâ€™s foremost experts on Islam (having studied it for 20+ years) and
presents a thoroughly documented narrative of the current administrationâ€™s efforts to deliberately
undermine the investigation capability of our law enforcement patriots. After each chapter, I
couldnâ€™t help but stand in utter amazement and exasperation.This administration is taking the
same route as the World War II British Prime Minister â€“ Arthur Neville Chamberlain, and the
Munich Agreement. Chamberlainâ€™s effort at least was well intentioned. Not so with the current
administrationâ€™s subterfuge. This administration is on the wrong side of History.This is a must
read for every citizen, especially the Gen Xerâ€™s, Gen Yerâ€™s and Millenniums who will inherit
this serious, possibly irreversible situation. Mr. Haney is a simple scientist and a true patriot.

Following 9/11 like many American's, I began reading up on Islam. So as I made my through Mr.
Haney's book I was already familiar with most of the acronyms for the various Muslim Brotherhood
affiliated groups such as CAIR, ISNA,MSA which I like to collectively refer to as Muslim Brotherhood
termites burrowing into our national security infrastructure.I knew about John Brennan signing off on
letting these groups edit out of our counterterrorism manuals anything they found objectionable. I
knew about Michelle Bachmann's group trying to call attention to this insidious sabotage only to be
mocked. I knew about Hillary Clinton getting cozy with the OIC. What I wasn't aware of is just how
deeply penetrated the DHS is.I was extremely pleased to find out that Mr. Haney and Stephen
Coughlin are allies in this battle. One thing that hopefully might come from this expose is that the
CYA alarm is loudly ringing inside the DHS and the Pentagon.The whole DHS fiasco saddens me to
no end for a special reason. While serving in the Navy I was stationed at the Washington facility on
Nebraska Avenue which later became the DHS HQ. The Navy took that property during WWII and it
became the US counterpart to the UK's Bletchley Park where much of the early work was done on
breaking the German Enigma codes and the Japanese naval codes known as JN-25. The two
facilities worked hand in hand. Some of the primitive room sized computers developed by Allen
Turing and others were installed at Nebraska Avenue and ran 24/7. Whenever I think about the
DHS taking over that facility I think man oh man, what a come down. I sincerely hope this
depressing situation can be reversed.One last point. In a sane world this book would stop Hillary
Clinton's run for president dead in its tracks, but we don't live in sane world anymore.

A heroic account from a true American hero. Phil Haney's whistleblowing story gives an easily
digestible description of how our administration is facilitating our own demise. By placing a
disingenuous policy of protecting the so called civil rights of our enemies ahead of protecting our
nation's security, our government victimized one of its greatest assets- Haney- and in so doing,
through the destruction of years of tedious work Haney had assembled, made victims out of our
country- including those directly affected by the San Bernardino attack.The book is a must read for
anyone concerned about how we counter the threat we face. It is a must read for anyone who is
touched when in the presence of true heroism. And it is a must read for anyone who values our
country and civilization as it was intended. Bravo Haney!

As you prepare for election please read Mr. Haney's phenominal book. Mr. Haney presents an
extraordinary whistle-blower account of Federal government intelligence surveillence failures at the

U.S Customs and Border Protection. Haney directly links recent terrorist tradegies on American soil
to his intel research which was intentionally covered up and prevented from application within the
Agency to save lives.

A new book has hit the shelves which chronicles the fundamental transformation of American policy
to neuter efforts by law enforcement to combat terrorism both domestically and in foreign countries.
Titled See Something Say Nothing: A Homeland Security Officer Exposes the Governmentâ€™s
Submission to Jihad it is written by Philip B. Haney, a former Homeland Security agent and Art
Moore, editor for World Net Daily.The book is clearly written, names names and paints a picture of
how government agencies tasked with stopping terror under both President George W. Bush and
President Barack H. Obama have moved from a law enforcement/research based/investigative
model to a civil rights/civil liberties model. This transformation is key to understanding why the State
Department, FBI, Department of Homeland Security (DHS), state and local law enforcement failed
in places like San Bernardino, California.The book graphically details the decline and fall of the
Great War on Terror (GWOT).
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